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Each year, thousands of students come to NAIT to acquire 
the skills they need for rewarding careers. Demand for 
our hands-on, technology-based education has never 
been stronger – applications in most programs have more 
than doubled over the last five years. NAIT provides the 
essential skilled workforce our province needs to move our 
economy forward. 

In responding to the needs of our province, learners and 
industry, NAIT has grown. We needed to add physical 
space, and to strengthen financial support for students and 
applied research. That’s why we launched a $100-million 
capital campaign. 

The campaign builds on deep and meaningful relationships 
with industry, businesses, alumni and friends of NAIT. We 
began this journey – led by Fountain Tire CEO Brent Hesje, 
our board chair at the time – to support the Centre for 
Applied Technology, create student awards and advance 
applied research to meet Alberta industry’s current and 
emerging needs. 

I’m happy to report that this ambitious goal is now within 
sight, despite recent economic challenges. I have been 
amazed by the support and truly humbled by the number 
of people who recognize the importance of polytechnic 
education to our city, province and country.

The campaign will wrap up in 2018. But the theme  
and spirit will remain. These last three years have 
positioned us to deliver on our promises to Alberta, 
students, industry and our staff like never before. 
With your help, we’re able to continue to be a leading 
polytechnic, committed to meeting the workforce 
demands of the 21st century. 

My thanks to everyone who has contributed to this  
goal and to those who will do so before the campaign’s 
end. Your support is greatly appreciated by NAIT and 
our students. 

 

Sincerely,

Dr. Glenn Feltham 
President and CEO 

ambitious goal, 
ambitious promises

ON THE COVER

Water and Wastewater Technician alum Jesse Skwaruk 

doesn’t take water for granted. When not working as 

a water technologist in Edmonton, he devotes his time 

to clean water causes around the world. Learn more at 

techlifetoday.ca/jesse-skwaruk.  
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Visit nait.ca/community for an extended 
timeline of campaign milestones.

ON OUR WAY
Essential: The NAIT Campaign is rapidly approaching its goal. 

Here are some of the milestones.

TOWARD $100 MILLION

NOVEMBER 27, 2014

Essential: The NAIT Campaign launches [1]

NOVEMBER 18, 2015

Construction begins on Spruce Grove Campus 
to grow the Crane and Hoisting program

FEBRUARY 12, 2016

NAIT Students’ Association donates $5 million – 
the largest gift in NAIT’s history [2]

APRIL 22, 2016

Heavy Equipment Technology Building opens [3]

OCTOBER 27, 2016

Centre for Applied Technology grand opening

MAY 12, 2017

Ashif Mawji and family donate $1 million – NAIT’s 
largest gift from a single alumnus – to establish 
the Mawji Centre for New Venture and Student 
Entrepreneurship (read more on p. 9) [4]

JUNE 22, 2017

Melton Crane and Hoisting Building opens at 
Spruce Grove Campus (read more on p. 11)

[1]

[4]

[2][3]
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ESSENTIALTH
E

SUCCESS
STUDENT 58

student endowments 
for scholarships and 
bursaries

new
33% increase 
over 2009

The campaign continues and there’s still time for 

you to be part of it. When we wrap up in spring 

2018, join us to celebrate your contribution to our 

most ambitious and successful fundraiser ever. 

Until then, here’s a look at the impact $100 million 

has had on growth at NAIT.

nait.ca/support-essential

EFFECT OF $100 MILLION

Visit nait.ca/community this 
spring for details about our 
campaign wrap-up event.

increase in  
scholarships and 
bursaries (over 2009)83%

$200,000
raised for the NAIT Fund, which 
supported increased access to mental 
health counselling (read more, p. 13)

NEARLY
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to solve current and emerging 
industry challenges

44 projects  
initiated

DEVELOPMENT
CAMPUS

55,740 square metres of 
new learning space
• Centre for Applied Technology

• Heavy Equipment Technology Building

• Spruce Grove Campus

(598,600 
square feet) 

RESEARCH
APPLIED

Read about NAIT’s raw 
milk cheese-making 

project on p. 11.

OUR 3,827 
DONORS

1,344  
Alumni & staff

1,258  
Industry partners  
& foundations

New Donors

1,225  
Friends of NAIT

35%

33% 66%

32%

4 applied research 
centres supported
• Centre for Oil Sands Sustainability

• Centre for Sensors and System Integration

• Centre for Innovative Media

• Boreal Research Institute
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ALBERTA NAIT exists to serve this province. 

We promise to meet the current and 

emerging needs for hands-on, polytechnic 

education and to focus our research on 

solutions for industry challenges. By being 

relevant and responsive, NAIT helps keep 

Alberta globally competitive.

OUR PROMISE TO

the cave crusader
Bats are among the unsung heroes of Alberta wildlife. 
They’re voracious predators of pests that threaten 
agriculture and forestry, industries that make up $4.3 billion 
of the provincial GDP and employ nearly 190,000 people. 
Unfortunately, they’re susceptible to white nose syndrome, 
a potentially fatal fungus that has killed bats across 
North America and may be poised to enter the province. 
Biological Sciences Technology instructor Dave Critchley 
has made it his mission to help keep our bats healthy. Much 
of his free time is spent studying the habitats where they’re 
vulnerable to infection and where he gathers information 
that could aid in developing a treatment for the syndrome 
once it strikes. Often, he shares his findings with students, 
enlightening them about the need to protect a species 
on the brink. “As soon as we take that ecosystem out of 
balance,” says Critchley, “something is going to collapse.”

Read more about Dave Critchley’s 
work at techlifetoday.ca/bats
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funding real solutions
The Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council 
of Canada (NSERC) has once again recognized NAIT’s 
expertise in applied research, which develops solutions 
for real industry challenges. This time, NSERC will 
dedicate $4.8 million in grants for projects in

• The NAIT Centre for Innovative Media, which will 
boost productivity in Alberta’s $573-million digital 
media industry

• Remediation research by NAIT and the University of 
Saskatchewan that explores new ways to remediate 
soil at former gas stations

• NAIT’s Centre for Sensors and System Integration, 
where staff help industry partners develop high-
tech prototypes in a variety of industries, including 
resource extraction, agriculture and medicine

nait is golden
The Centre for Applied Technology has struck gold. NAIT’s newest and largest 
building (51,600 square metres or 555,000 square feet) is also its most energy-
efficient, minimizing its carbon footprint on the provincial landscape. This year, it 
achieved gold status under the international Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design rating system. “It’s an outcome of making the right decisions,” says John 
Engleder, associate vice-president of facilities management and development. 

Among those decisions: diverting 
from landfill or recycling 98 
per cent of construction waste, 
installing only energy-efficient LED 
lighting, grounds featuring drought-
tolerant plants, and more.

ugly but tasty
This spring, NAIT’s food services department was pleased to receive its first shipment 
of “ugly” vegetables. Among them: fresh tomatoes and cucumbers deemed too 
unsightly for grocery store shelves despite tasting great. Department manager Gloria 
Booth doesn’t want to see those go to waste. “I think it’s our responsibility,” she says. 

“When we talk [about] sustainability, this is the future.” NAIT will report on the project 
this fall to Alberta Flavour – a Northlands initiative that includes Alberta Health 
Services and Shaw Conference Centre – which may consider adopting the practice.

skills on parade
Children from Edmonton-area schools and the Make-a-Wish Foundation had a 
unique view of this year’s K-Days parade, thanks to NAIT’s Engineering Design 
and Drafting Technology program. Instructor Wes Puchyr, a frequent volunteer at 
Northlands, the not-for-profit responsible for the parade, recruited students to 
design a castle-themed float. “With a project like this, the students get the drafting 
experience, can see and feel their work, and get to engage with their community,” 
says Puchyr. The five-metre-long (16-foot) float was also designed to be easily 
converted to a chuck wagon for the Canadian Finals Rodeo Magic event this fall, in 
which special-needs children become rodeo stars for a day.

Visit techlifetoday.ca/cat-leed-gold 
for more details.
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shaping future thinkers
An education that produces grads ready to make a positive impact on the world requires a welcoming, 
open environment. That’s why NAIT fosters diversity and inclusivity through services such as a 
chaplaincy program, the Encana Aboriginal Centre, the International Centre, services for students with 
disabilities and Safe Spaces, a program that supports NAIT’s LGBTQ community. In 2017, that program 
invited alumna and transgender rights activist Marni Panas back to campus to lead Pride Walk, a 
highlight of the annual Pride Week that brings together staff and students. “It’s our colleges that often 
shape society and our future thinkers,” says Panas. She believes students expect the world outside a 
post-secondary institute to be equally inclusive. “If it’s not, you start to demand that it is. And that’s 
exactly how we shift society.”

Through education that 

encompasses mental, emotional 

and physical well-being, NAIT 

prepares students for meaningful 

careers in their chosen fields. 

Our graduates have the skills 

to be successful and make an 

immediate impact.

Read about Marni Panas’s fight for 
inclusion at techlifetoday.ca/marni-panas

STUDENTS
OUR PROMISE TO
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mawji family spurs entrepreneurship
Growing up in Kenya, alum and Edmonton startup entrepreneur Ashif Mawji learned two 
important things: the need to work toward your goals and the value of sharing what you have. 
This summer, he did the latter in the form of a $1-million gift to NAIT – the largest ever from a 
single alumnus – to create the Mawji Centre for New Venture and Student Entrepreneurship 
within the JR Shaw School of Business. “This is an opportunity to celebrate entrepreneurship 
and give students in Alberta a leg up – to provide them with mentorship and help them be 
successful,” says Mawji. It’s a way to help them work toward and achieve their own goals. 
Opening this year, the centre will serve enterprising students from across the polytechnic.

sexy veggies
Broccoli hotdogs anyone? Nanaimo bars 
made with peas and mint? How about radish 
ravioli? These are just a few of the dishes 
Amanda Cohen brought to NAIT as the 2017 
Hokanson Chef in Residence (a program 
made possible by Edmonton philanthropists 
John and Susan Hokanson). The Canadian-
born, New York-based chef challenged her 
students to elevate veggies above their 
common side-dish status. “Vegetables aren’t 
cool – it’s very hard to make a carrot sexy,” 
says Cohen. Her week on campus wasn’t 
so much a course in avoiding meat as it 
was one in being creative, bold and – most 
importantly – never boring.

shining a light on guatemala
Students from the Alternative Energy Technology program were enlightened 
last May about the impact electricity can have on the quality of life in remote, 
rural regions of developing nations. In partnership with Light Up the World, a 
Calgary-based non-profit, NAIT installed solar-powered electrical systems in 
homes and a school in the highlands of Guatemala, allowing children to study at 
night and people to run businesses out of their homes. “Seeing how much impact 
a single solar panel and four lightbulbs had on a person is something I’ll always 
remember,” says student Ronak Patel.

Read more about the project at  
techlifetoday.ca/guatemala 

Learn more about chef Amanda Cohen 
at techlifetoday.ca/amanda-cohen 

just like the real thing
A career in health care can be extremely rewarding – and 
sometimes shocking. NAIT’s Simulation Centre, located 
in the Centre for Applied Technology, strikes the balance, 
giving students the skills to improve Alberta’s quality 
of life while also showing that the job can, at times, be 
difficult. Sim Centre staff re-create sights, smells and 
substances that students will encounter on the job. 
Things got even more lifelike this summer thanks to a 
partnership with CAE Healthcare. An industry leader in 
simulation technology, the company supplied NAIT with 
19 high-tech manikins designed to bleed from severed 
limbs, react to medications, give birth and more. “The 
leading-edge simulation technology available to our 
students and staff is second to none in Canada, and will 
ensure our graduates are equipped with the skills to 
succeed,” says Rick Trimp, dean of the School of Health 
and Life Sciences.

Get a closer look at one of the CAE Healthcare 
manikins at techlifetoday.ca/manikin 
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NAIT produces an exceptional skilled 

workforce. It responds directly to the 

needs of industry, which helps shape 

our programs and guides our applied 

research to provide solutions for 

today’s challenges.

See progress on the building at 
techlifetoday.ca/pic-construction

where industry comes to succeed
The Productivity and Innovation Centre, NAIT’s newest building, is rapidly taking shape on Main 
Campus. This 17,650-square-metre (190,000-square-foot) facility is designed to respond to 
industry needs for solutions to current and emerging challenges, helping companies become 
more competitive and sustainable. When it opens in 2018, the centre will be equipped with 
labs and spaces to provide services related to productivity enhancement, acceleration support 
including prototyping and product validation, and applied research. The project was made 
possible through funding from the Government of Canada, which committed $34.98 million to 
the project through its Post-Secondary Institutions Strategic Investment Fund. NAIT will invest 
more than $45 million more. “This project will be transformational for Edmonton, for Alberta, for 
Canada – and for NAIT,” says Dr. Glenn Feltham, president and CEO. “It will be our new front door 
for industry and the place industry comes to succeed.”

INDUSTRY
OUR PROMISE TO
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elevating the trades
Brian Pardell isn’t a tradesperson but he understands the 
rewards of careers in the trades. Before joining NAIT, where 
he’s associate vice-president of continuing education 
and workforce development, Pardell served in 2009 as 
vice-president operations for the WorldSkills Competition, 
held that year in Calgary. This “Olympics of the trades” is 
staged biennially in a different country, bringing together 
roughly 1,000 skilled youth to test their talents in more 
than 50 events and put their professions – as mechanics, 
carpenters, welders and more – in the limelight. “It really 
does shine a light on the importance of skilled trades, that 
the careers are viable and in demand around the world,” 
says Pardell. Today, his connection to and admiration of the 
trades continues. Pardell volunteers with WorldSkills as a 
facilitator of networking opportunities among organizations, 
governments and schools in hosting countries, helping to 
build relationships and foster best practices that elevate 
trades in the eyes of career-minded youth – and that help 
ensure a skilled workforce for industry around the world.

virtu-oil drilling
Drilling an oil or gas well is a balancing act between force and finesse, and requires 
boring through several thousand metres of earth. “That’s a fairly complex science,” says 
Bruce Reinders, chair of the Petroleum Engineering Technology program. As a hands-on 
discipline, it’s tough to teach – or was. Last fall, NAIT purchased four drilling simulators 
from Endeavor Technologies. Like a high-quality video game, the custom-made, award-
winning simulators immerse students in an experience so true to life that even the hand 
controls match those in industry. The result is a clear understanding of the equipment, 
worker tasks, safety, theory, science and technology. “We’re giving them real, relevant 
experience,” says Reinders. “That’s pretty valuable to employers.” It’s also valuable to 
Endeavor, he adds. The Edmonton-based company worked with NAIT to develop the 
simulator specifically for post-secondary applications, broadening the market for their 
unique product while deepening the educational experience.

reaching for the sky
NAIT’s newest campus, a year-old facility for crane and hoisting training located in the city 
of Spruce Grove, celebrated its official opening this summer. Between September 2016 
and June 2017, more than 200 students received instruction on three boom trucks, three 
mobile cranes and three simulators that offer hands-on learning in virtual crane cockpits. 
To top off the party, the facility was named the Melton Crane and Hoisting Building in 
recognition of a $1-million donation made by Melcor Developments (chaired by Tim 
Melton) to support NAIT construction and building technology programs.

got (raw) milk?
Economic diversification can be a grassroots effort, spurred on by entrepreneurs 
eager to blaze a trail in a new direction. This spring, NAIT and Alberta Milk offered 
a new “whey” forward with a cheese-making program using raw milk, potentially 
boosting the industry by bringing local would-be producers closer to local suppliers. 
Raw milk comes straight from farms, and is not homogenized or pasteurized. 
According to NAIT cheese-making instructor Alan Roote, it can be used to produce a 
greater variety of cheeses, often with richer flavour. Alberta Milk, funder of the new 
program, sees a growing need for fine, Alberta-made product, as the province is a 
significant cheese consumer. “Albertans value local products,” says Alberta Milk’s 
Denise Brattinga. “It doesn’t get any more local than this.”
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STAFF
long term relationships
Clayton Davis didn’t plan to stay long when he took his job at NAIT. “No more than two 
years was my plan,” says the executive director of human resources. “I’ve been here for 
12.” The main reasons: challenging and rewarding work, a lively environment and the 
opportunity for change (Davis has had five different jobs at the polytechnic, he points 
out). Though Davis’s career hovers near the average length for a NAIT employee, many 
current staffers have him beat – by decades. Nearly 280 have surpassed 20 years of 
service. Of those, more than 70 have are beyond the 30-year mark, and half a dozen have 
remained with the polytechnic for more than 40. None, however, rival Donna Jackson. 
This summer, the program assistant celebrated her 50th year as a NAIT employee.

NAIT’s culture is reflected 

in our values of respect, 

collaboration, celebration, 

support and accountability. 

That’s why the polytechnic 

is one of Alberta’s – and 

Canada’s – best places  

to work.

OUR PROMISE TO
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a leader in mental health
Post-secondary education can be one of life’s most 
stressful activities. Coursework and exams are just a 
start. On top of that are career planning, managing 
relationships, debt and day-to-day challenges. In 
the last academic year alone, the number of NAIT 
students seeking counselling for anxiety and stress 
increased more than 20 per cent, and 30 per cent for 
those dealing with depression. To support instructors 
in their efforts to help students (and sometimes each 
other), much of the NAIT Fund – donated in large 
part by the polytechnic’s own employees – has gone 
toward improving student access to counselling. 
Today, students benefit from a greater number of 
professionals and longer office hours to help turn what 
can be a difficult time of life into an experience that 
leads to a lifetime of success. Funding mental health 
initiatives remains a priority of the NAIT Fund.

celebrating canada 150
NAIT loves a party. Staff regularly come together in celebration (one of the 
polytechnic’s five core values, along with respect, collaboration, support and 
accountability) during employee recognition events, professional development 
activities, and more campus-wide get togethers. This year offered a once-in-a-lifetime 
chance to show pride of place, and gather in the Centre for Applied Technology to 
wish the country a happy 150th birthday.

the benefits of bikes
“I cycle at least four times a week and it’s the best part of my day,” says Colin 
Ruthven, Steel Construction and Hoisting department head. In addition to 
reducing his carbon footprint, Ruthven enjoys the mental and physical benefits 
of biking to work. “I’m in the best shape of my life.” NAIT has made an effort to 
support staff members like him who ride to work by offering secure storage, a 
repair station, showers and change rooms. A quarter of the polytechnic’s 2,800 
staff members cycle to work at least once a week.

Meet Flynn, the 
therapy dog who 
regularly visits 
NAIT campuses 
to lift the spirits of 
staff and students: 
techlifetoday.ca/
flynn. Follow him  
@flynntherapydog  
on Twitter.

award-winning employer
For the sixth consecutive year, NAIT was named one of Alberta’s 
Top Employers by Mediacorp Canada. In 2017, judges were 
impressed by on-campus amenities including a meditation and 
religious observance room and a strong focus on personal wellness. 
Current staff members also feel positively about NAIT: more than 
80 per cent recommend the polytechnic as a place to work.
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NAIT gratefully acknowledges leadership contributors of $1,000,000+.

Caterpillar  
Foundation

Mawji Family

John & Susan  
Hokanson

Duncan &  
Verda McNeill

JR & Carol  
Shaw

Wirtanen Family

SUPPORTERS
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8760 Energy
Graham & Lorraine Adamson
Alberta - N.W.T. Command, The Royal 

Canadian Legion
Alberta Advanced Education
Alberta Association for Community Living
Alberta Association of Animal Health 

Technologists
Alberta Association of Landscape Architects
Alberta Construction Safety Association
Alberta Land Surveyors’ Association
Alberta Nord Balliwick de la Chaine des 

Rotisseurs
Alberta Pulse Growers Commission
Alberta Refineries and Petrochemical 

Inspectors Association
Alberta Roadbuilders and Heavy Construction 

Association
Alberta Shorthand Reporters Association
Alberta Society of Engineering Technologist
Alberta Sustainable Resource Development, 

Forestry Division
AltaLink
AltaSteel Ltd.
Altelec Technical Sales & Services Inc.
AMA Insurance
Brian & Debbie Anderson
Anne and Lorne Anfindsen
ATB Financial
ATCO Electric Ltd.
Automotive Industries Association of Canada
Bakers’ Club
Barry Callebaut Canada Inc.
Baseline Transport Ltd.
Karen Bennett
Bibby-Ste-Croix
Bio-Rad Laboratories (Canada) Ltd.
Anthony Bishop
Black Gold Rush Industries Ltd.
BMO Financial Group
Don Boomer
Boss Design Ltd.
Angela Briggs
Broadmoor Auto Body Ltd.
CAE Healthcare
Cliff Cameron
Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers
The Canadian Institute of Plumbing & Heating
Canadian Petroleum Tax Society
Canadian Society of Safety Engineering, 

Alberta Region & Edmonton Chapter
CEDA International Corporation
Chef’s Hat Inc.
Cisco Systems 
CKUA Radio
Susan Cline
Club 5 Star
Coca-Cola®
College of Dental Technologists of Alberta
Collins Industries Ltd.
ConocoPhillips Canada
Construction Specifications Canada - 

Edmonton Chapter
Stewart Cook
CPA Education Foundation
Edna Dach

Day of Mourning Committee
Denturist Association of Alberta
The Denturist Society of Saskatchewan
Mave & Binder Dhariwal
Doris Wyatt Real Estate Ltd
Dwayne Harris Construction LTD
Dynamic Manufacturing Solutions
Economical Insurance
Edmonton Association of Small Animal 

Veterinarians
Edmonton Construction Association
Edmonton Glenora Rotary Club
Edmonton Kenworth Ltd.
The Edmonton Rotary Club Foundation
Edward E. Stawnichy Charitable Foundation
Afton E. & Maclean K.
EMCO Corporation
Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
Engineered Air
Exel Systems Inc.
The F. Austin Hicks Foundation
Henry Federici
Glenn & Tammi Feltham
Fillmore Construction Management Inc.
First Truck Centre Edmonton Inc.
Terri Flanagan
Anna Foshay
Foundation Building Materials, Inc.
Fountain Tire Ltd.
Susanne Frolek
Fuchs Lubricants Canada Ltd.
Alice Gaydar
Gene Haas Foundation
Sabrina Giordano
Global News Woman of Vision
Gail & John Hall
Diane, Breanna & Brendon Ho
Honeywell Limited
Hopewell Group of Companies
Kathryn and Bill Howden
Ellen Hughes
Imperial
Inline Group Inc.
Insight Medical Imaging
Investors Group Financial Services Inc.
J.H. Holloway Scholarship Foundation
Jazzit
Jen-Col Construction Ltd.
Junior League of Edmonton
Robyn Khunkun & Susheel Thomas
Kia Canada Inc.
Susan Knoop
Victoria Kung
Orest Lazarowich
David Lazaruk
The Ledcor Group
Alison Lewis
Manulife Financial Affinity Program
Wendy Marusin
Jeff Mason
Mawji Family
McCoy Global
McElhanney Consulting Services Ltd.
McElhanney Land Surveys Ltd.
Keven McGhan
Melcor Developments Ltd.

Mike & Karen Meldrum
Monteith Building Group Ltd.
Motor Dealers’ Association of Alberta
NA’AMAT CANADA EDMONTON
NACE International - Edmonton Section
NAIT Students’ Association
Nazamdipur Community Development 

Foundation
Neeson Court Reporting Inc.
Newad Media Inc.
Nancy Nikolayuk
Nobel Biocare Canada Inc.
NOVA Chemicals
ONEC Construction Inc.
OnX Enterprise Solutions
Oracle Academy
Organic Alberta and The Bauta Family 

Initiative on Canadian Seed Security
Krista Patriquin
PCL Construction
PlayWorks, Inc.
Catherine Poon
Dr. Clarence Preitz
The Princess Auto Foundation
Priority Mechanical Ltd.
PROCOR Limited
ProCura Real Estate Services Ltd.
Prospectors and Developers Association of 

Canada
Rally Subaru
RBC Royal Bank - Commercial Financial 

Services
Mark Redmond
Rocky Mountain Wine & Food Festival
G. Arnold Rumbold
Russel Metals Inc.
Colin Ruthven
Schlumberger Canada Limited
Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories, Inc.
Jacqueline Scott
Scott Builders Inc.
Shell Canada Limited
Sherritt International Corporation
Sherwood Park Toyota Scion
Starburst Creative
Stream-Flo Industries Ltd.
Stuart Olson Construction Ltd.
Chantelle Svensen-Lewis & Sean Lewis
Sysco Edmonton
Teknion Furniture Systems Limited
TELUS
Thermal Insulation Association of Alberta
Pamela Thomas
Thurber Engineering Ltd.
Rick Trimp
Unifor
Vector Marketing Canada Corporation
VETS Sheet Metal Ltd.
VITA North America
Max Ward Family
Wilco Contractors Northwest Inc.
Wilo Canada
Garry Wilson
WorleyParsonsCord Ltd.
WOW! Factor Desserts
WRD Borger Construction Ltd.
Xerox Canada Ltd.
Bill Yaremko
Brett & Jeffrey Zawadiuk
Zedi Inc.
Zimmer Biomet

NAIT gratefully acknowledges the following organizations 
and individuals for their generous contributions.

NAIT strives for accuracy in recognizing its donors and partners. Please contact the Department of Advancement about any discrepancies within this report.

PRESIDENT’S SOCIETY

NAIT is grateful to and acknowledges our key  
annual supporters.

Chris Ambrozic
Brian & Debbie 

Anderson
George & Gay Andrews
Karen Bennett
Lyle Best
Elaine Betchinski
Anthony Bishop
Don Boomer
Michelle & Mark 

Bootsman
Erika Bottcher
Richard Bremner
Angela Briggs
Cliff Cameron
Susan Cline
Stewart Cook
David Crawford
Edna Dach
Dr. J.A. Deane
Mave & Binder 

Dhariwal
Jim Dobie
Roger, Joan, Tyler 

Dootson and Ceilidh 
Whelan

Chelsea Drangsholt
Colin Eicher
Afton E. & Maclean K.
Neil Fassina & Krista 

Uggerslev
Henry Federici
Glenn & Tammi 

Feltham
David Ferro
Amanda Fischer
Terri Flanagan
Mary Ford
Anna Foshay
Ms. Susanne Frolek
Joe Gagliardi
Alice Gaydar
Mike & Betty Gibbins
Giese Family

Sabrina Giordano
Andrew Golbeck
Malcolm Haines
Linda (Aboughoche) 

Haymour
Gary Henrickson & 

Irene Szkambara
Brent & Deborah Hesje
Larry Hildebrand & 

Deborah Wilson
Family of Donald James 

Hildebrandt
Diane, Breanna & 

Brendon Ho
John & Susan 

Hokanson
Kathryn and Bill 

Howden
Ellen Hughes
Rob Jennings
Jasjit Kahlon
John Kent
Robyn Khunkun & 

Susheel Thomas
Walter Kiriak
Susan Knoop
Don & Lorna Kramer
Victoria Kung
Cheryl & Brian Latte
Hubert Lau
Orest Lazarowich
David Lazaruk
Rick Lee
Alison Lewis
Ta-Jen Li
Colleen Mallory
Jim & Janice Martin
Wendy Marusin
Jeff Mason
Mawji Family
John & Ozlem Mazur
Lara McClelland
Keven McGhan
Mike & Karen Meldrum

Orest & Sonja Myroon
Irene (Rena) Nathanail
Alyssa Nider
Steve Nikolayuk
Susan Nordstrom
Antonio Nunes
Jane Parkinson
Krista Patriquin
Catherine Poon
Dr. Clarence Preitz
Ray & Gloria Rajotte
Mark Redmond
G. Arnold Rumbold
Colin Ruthven
Evelyn Schwabe
Jacqueline Scott
Denis Keroack & 

Seema Sehgal
JR & Carol Shaw
Jesse Skwaruk
Ernie & Peggie Stevens
Chantelle Svensen-

Lewis & Sean Lewis
Sara & Kurian Tharakan
Len Treeter & Laurie 

Anfindsen
Rick Trimp
Ron Turgeon
Jeremy Walter
Max Ward Family
Kaitlyn Whaley
Garry Wilson
C.J. Woods, FCA
Georg J. P. Wowk
Bill Yaremko
Daniel Wai Yuk Yeung
Dr. Daniel Yeung
Sonja Zacharko
Enio & Nadeane 

Zanello
Brett & Jeffrey 

Zawadiuk

TRIBUTES & MEMORIALS

Our deepest thanks to the many donors who have 
contributed to the scholarships and legacy funds 
created in honour of the following individuals:

Lou C. Bourque
Tyson J. Catling
Gail Hall
Dennis Heaman
Evan T. Horkoff

Richard Latte
Robin E. Leech
Bruce & Kathy 

Macmillan
Mark Roberts

William D. Smith
Christopher Stals
Pamela Thomas
Katelin T. Vinge
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